
Girl Bachelor*
Helen M. Winslow expresses her contempt

of girls who idly wait for, or go boldly forth 
seeking, a husband, in a bright article in 
Demoreat's Monthly, from which is quoted 
the following ;

‘‘My mother says I've got to get married" 
said a pretty girl in my hearing the other 
day. “She declares she won't have an old 
maid in the family. ”

The lemark was made in sober earnest, 
nd bore not even the outward semblance of 
joke. And whereas the fair speaker is 

neither engaged nor has any immediate 
prospect of such a state of affairs, and 
whereas, moreover, she did not blush for 
herself, I blushed for her,—blushed’ that in 
these days of “higher education," “woman’s 
sphere, ’ and all the other emancipations of 
women, a young woman of fair intelligence 
should openly declare herself a husband- 
hunter, with a pretty face and witty tricks 
of speech her sole stock-in-trade. I was 
and am daily more so, ashamed of her. ’ 

Her father is a physician with a practice 
chietly among poor or non-paying patients, 
.there are four children younger than she, 
but she will not, and neither will her par
ents let her, go to work at any honest and 
self-supporting business, for fear that she 
will,_as they exrpess it, “spoil her mar-
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The “girl bachelors” of the cities are nu-
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and form households by themselves.
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the grade is as unsatisfactory as the yield ffn.t rank. T F,'". P',aCe then> in the the greater part of the /heat being sô ol.tr// n Ar=h>t=c ural iron work i« an- 
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In those counties adjoining on the east Stk ll°rk °f,7eS d«a«iption. They do 
south and west the threshing returns are no ' , , over Dominion, and have now
better than hare in Dickey, hut to the north ldnd ever leH^th F®^ conV'acta of th«
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not exceed 450,000 bushels, where a fairly 
good season would have produced 1,500 000 
and in no other county adjoining will there 
be a greater amount than here. With such 
a condition of affairs, it is no consolation to 
the bankrupt thousands in this section to 
catch the echo of rejoicing from the fortun
ate counties along the Red river.

Another drop was this morning added to 
the general cup of bitterness by a terrific 
rainstorm which it is feared lms done con 
siderable damage to the unthreshed stacks
«l/m l Hle,at' Si,X V eeka a8° the same 
storm ft-ould have been looked upon as a 
godseml, and would have been worth 
incuse amount of money.
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order of the day to devise ways and m 
tor living through another hard winter, and 
make preparations for conducting future 
operations. Quite a number of people have 
already left their mortgaged farms and mor- 
tgaged stock in search of some locality where 
they can obtain a living as the price of tlieir 
labor. Others are preparing to go as soon 
??, ;llay=anaettle with their creditors, and 
thus find out whether they have anything to 
take with them ; but the majority will 
stay —cither because they have no 
means of getting away, or because 
they are loth to leave tlieir improve
ments, or because they still believe that a 
country so easy of cultivation and with so 

1CI1 a soil must have a prosperous future 
liefore it. But of those who will remain 
many are in such straitened circumstances 
that it is difficult to see how they will he
h»I. ‘n r* tkfou«i* the «’inter without 
he p Ordinarily their neighbors would 
aid them,but this year there are very few so 
situated that they will lie able to lend much 
assistance in the way of charity. However, 
that is a matter that will have to be inet 
and practically disposed of later on. Mean 
whi.e seme are talking of doubling up two 
or three families in one house to clfecFa sa- 
x mg of fuel and other living- expenses.
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